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SUBJECT:    Aviator steering toggles P/N 2613-(1)
STATUS:    MANDATORY

IDENTIFICATION:  Aviator Pilot Emergency Parachute system P/N 6611-( ). Models equipped with P-124/246 and P-124/280 canopies only

BACKGROUND:  An incident occurred with an Aviator system during an intentional training jump. The right steering toggle was pulled through the riser guide loop and consequently jammed. This resulted in the canopy being in a constant right turn. Fortunately the individual was making a water jump and landed in the water without injury. Subsequent investigation revealed the cause of the problem.

SERVICE BULLETIN:
  1. Modify the steering toggles in accordance with PMP-1259

COMPLIANCE DATE:  IMMEDIATELY, before the next use.

AUTHORITY:  
SANDY R. REID, PRESIDENT
Rigging Innovations Inc.
P O Box 86, Eloy AZ 85231
Telephone: 520.466.2655
FAX: 520.466.2656
E-mail: sandy@rigginginnovations.com

DISTRIBUTION:
  1. All registered owners affected by the Service Bulletin.
  2. All Rigging Innovations Dealers.
  3. Parachute Industry Association
  4. All Parachuting Publications.
  5. National Aero Clubs, Parachuting Section.